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SUBJECT: GENERAL— REDS OX
SPECIFIC— QProposed JAYHAWK Operations into Poland and the Ukraine

1. A lettef received!fromC 	 is quoted below:
11

a. "In spite of'-eome set-backs '-=of which we have already informed you -
the progress of the Ukrainian parties.me sent into the field last May has been
sufficiently encouraging to make us decide tocommence . the_preparation of two
further teams. One for intended infiltration into Poland, the other into
Western-Ukraine. Both these new teams are at present -dridergoing preliminary
fraining-mith -a view-to being sent in the autumn. The party for Poland is
likely to be a firm starter, but the launching of the Western Ukraine one
depends on reception arrangements in the field, mhich,d-re-being'examined.

b. "The fact that the arrivalof the parties sent in by us in May has .
not produced any violent reaction; so far, from the field, where the commanders
of the underground, both in'Poland and the Ukraine, appear to have extended
a friendly welcome to the new arrivals, has influenced us in our decision to
continue with these Ukrainian operations.

c. "We mill in due course give you further details of the projected
operations, such as infiltration routes, timings, composition of parties, etc.

.:. Meanwhile it would be a great help to us if you could also keep us informed

. 1 i of your plans and particularly of any information you may be.getting from
. parties already infiltrated by you, which may have a bearing from the security
as well as other angles on our respective plans for the future."

2. Additional copies are being provided for passage,as desired ito ZACACTBS.
It is requested that information as called for in Para c above be furnished this
station /as available for passage to JAYHAII.,_
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